Agenda Item B.3- Part 1

Handed out to Council Members on 6/14/10; 10:27 am

Council Action: Bullet list of decision steps and relevant reports for each decision step

1) Decide non-overfished species harvest specs
   - Reaffirm the PPA or
   - Recommend a new PPA, GMT has highlighted the following spp. for your consideration (Attachment 2 tables on pages 1-76; GMT Report 1; Supp. GMT Report 2; Supp. SSC Report; Supp. GAP Report)
     - Sablefish
       - Correction to the PPA ACL – calculation error under Option 2 (Supp. GMT Report 2; Supp. GAP Report)
       - Apportionment issue – swept area average or variance weighted (Supp. GMT Report 2; Supp. GAP Report)
     - Chilipepper – coastwide specification and emerging issues related to initial allocation of trawl allocation (Supp. GMT Report 2)
     - Subcomplex issues ((Attachment 2 tables on pages 54-76; GMT Report 1; Supp. GMT Report 2; Supp. SSC Report; Supp. GAP Report)
       - Minor nearshore rockfish
       - Blue rockfish
       - Gopher rockfish
       - Blackgill
       - Splitnose, greenstripe, and yellowtail

2) Adopt rebuilding plans
   - Overarching Court ruling (Attachment 2 pages 39-52; Supp. SSC Report (last paragraph); Supp. GMT Report 2; Supp. GAP Report)
   - Confirm or modify the PPA rebuilding plans for bocaccio, canary, cowcod, darkblotched, yelloweye, petrale, POP, & widow (Attachment 2 pages 1-52; Supp. GMT Report 2; Supp. GAP Report).
     Specific actions include
       - adopt t-target,